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Spartan 
Bookstore
 
General
 
Manager  
Harry 
Wineroth  
(left) 
and 
Assistant
 
Manager
 David 
Friedly
 (next 
to 
Wineroth) listen
 to 
bookstore
 
employees'
 
complaints
 
about 
cutbacks  
in
 their 
hours.  The
 
employees  
presented
 Wineroth
 and 
Friedly 
with a 
letter  
yesterday  
photo 
by Don 
Hondo
 
asking for 
an immediate 
increase
 in hours
 per week for student 
employees und 
a -retention of all 
presently
 
employed  students 
working for Spartan Bookstore. -
Halfway
 homes
 
decreasing
 
Planned zone
 site 'improved
 
By Judy Twitchell 
The campus neighborhood, 
marked for improvement in SJSU 
President John 
Bunzel's  university 
zone plan, is not deteriorating, but 
rather has improved substantially in 
the last five years, according to 
several members of the Campus 
Community Association. 
Since 1973, when the number
 of 
board -and -care 
facilities
 was at its 
peak, the CCA has successfully 
reduced the 
number
 of these homes 
in the campus area, and has been 
responsible for getting the city to 
oversee 
licensing
 and operating 
conditions, said 
Terry Christensen, 
associate professor 
of political 
science
 and CCA member. 
'The residents' feelings seemed 
to have changed,"
 said Christensen. 
"Instead of wanting the 
board -and -
care 
homes out, we just don't want 
any more in the neighborhood.
 
"It's
 hard to be hostile when
 
you're confronted with real people 
with real feelings,"
 he said. 
"Board -and -care homes are 
no
 
longer an issue with the CCA," said 
Joan Corsiglia,
 president of the 
association.
 
Public drunks still concern 
residents
 as well as SJSU students. 
But according to Louie Baroni, 
adviser -at-large of student services, 
the number of recovery 
houses  in the 
area has decreased more than 90 
percent in the last year-and -a -half.
 
'We have gone from 200 beds in 
the area to 16,"
 he said. "Three 
major  recovery houses in the 
campus neighborhood have 
closed, 
and because the county feels that 
most of these places 
were
 simply 
revolving door services for drunks, 
no more
 are planned." 
Christensen is also concerned 
about the effect of zoning changes 
which may 
accompany  Bunzel's 
plan
 on student housing 
in the area. 
"Just 
when  students may 
want 
to
 move back to the
 area, there may
 
not be any low-cost
 housing 
available," he said. 
Although  Christensen thinks
 
Bunzel is trying 
to respond to 
students  and the community,
 he 
believes Bunzel's
 concept may
 
-tighten
 up" the area and 
not allow 
for 
a rich 
diversity
 which 
often 
surrounds 
universities.  
"I 
wasn't in favor 
of a board-
and -care home 
ghetto in 
1973," 
Christensen 
said,  'but neither do I 
want 
to. see the 'campus
 neigh-
borhood  be a 
white  middle-class
 
neighborhood
 by 1980. 
-I 
chose to 
live
 here 
because
 
there 
are all kinds of 
people  here - 
old, young,
 students, renters,
 ethnic 
groups. I think 
the other residents 
feel
 the same way or 
they
 wouldn't 
be here." 
According  to Cordell Koland, 
housing director
 and CCA 
member,
 
he doesn't
 hear as many 
complaints  
from students
 who live in 
the  area as 
he 
did five years ago. 
"It 
was getting so 
that there 
were more 
people with 
social  
problems
 than there 
were  role 
models  for them 
to
 follow," he said.
 
But now 
Koland agrees
 the 
board
-and -care residents 
are not the 
concern
 they once
 were, both 
to 
homeowners  
and  students.
 
' I think that 
seeing
 people with 
problems  and 
learning
 to adjust to 
them is 
part  of one's 
lifelong 
education," he said.
 
Christensen  said 
he thinks 
Bunzel  should get 
out and walk 
or
 
ride a 
bicycle around 
the neigh-
borhood.  
-You can't 
make  decisions
 from 
Tower 
Hall," he 
said. "It's 
the 
people who 
live  in the 
neighborhood  
who  have to 
live with the 
decisions 
that
 will be 
made,  not the 
university  
administration."
 
KJAZ
 will fight for license in 
court  
By
 Gary Barger 
The Committee for 
Open 
Media's license challenge of 
Alameda -based radio station KJAZ, 
92.7
 FM, is headed for court 
sometime next fall, with each side 
currently
 refusing to meet the 
demands of the other. 
SJSU Philosophy 
Professor  and 
COM founder 
Phil  Jacklin said the 
basic complaints against 
KJAZ are: 
 not 
presenting  all the public 
affairs programming
 promised by 
the station to the FCC; 
 not providing adequate response 
to community problems ascertained 
by a station 
survey;
 
 not fulfilling the first 
half
 of the 
Fairness Doctrine (presentation of 
controversial issues of public im-
portance); and 
. 
mislogging  (listing a program 
as public affairs 
when,  in fact, it is 
not). 
In an attempt to 
-head  off a 
court hearing," Jacklin prepared a 
written proposal in August calling 
for sale of the station to a nonprofit 
corporation which would retain the 
station's jazz format and serve as 
an 
outlet for local news and programs 
of community interest. 
According to Jacklin's proposal, 
the station would come under the 
control of KJAZ Corporation, and its 
board of directors would consist  of 
nine 
persons
 - 
four  non
-blacks
 and 
five blacks - including one member 
chosen by either the Black Women 
Organized
 for Political  Action
 or the 
NAACP. 
Under
 the proposed  
agreement,  
there would be no down payment on 
a $1 million purchase price. There 
would be "minimum debt 
payments" of $2,500 monthly and 
"supplementary debt payments" of 
specified amounts as the station's 
gross revenues increased above 
$15,000 a month. 
David Braun, general manager 
for KJAZ, called the proposal "the 
wildest thing in the world," and 
en, 
pared
 
it with "somebody trying 
ki 'love
 into your house without 
g:iy ing you a damn thing." 
"They don't want public affairs. 
ley're after something 
else," 
13-aun said. He 
accused COM of 
trying to eventually control the 
station. 
Jacklin  said no attempt is being 
made to "seize control of the radio 
station," but he is instead "trying to 
get them (the current owners) to sell 
the station
 to the KJAZ 
Corporation,  
not COM." 
He explained that
 KJAZ Cor-
poration's board
 of directors would 
be 
made  up of "people we don't even 
know yet," and that it would
 not be 
controlled
 by members of COM, 
although it might 
contain one or two 
of the 
committee's  members.  
The offer has been refused by 
KJAZ owner Pat
 Henry. Braun said 
even if 
KJAZ loses the challenge, 
Jacklin's proposal would not be 
Diving
 off 
library
 
strictly 
prohibited 
considered. 
Jacklin  
said 
COM's  
primary  
concern  
is to 
maintain  
KJAZ's 
''unique
 jazz 
format" 
while 
establishing
 the 
station 
as
 a -local
 
outlet
 with a 
special 
commitment
 to 
the
 needs 
and 
interests
 of 
the jazz 
community
 and 
the 
black  
com-
munity  Ls a 
whole."  
Workers  fight 
job hour 
cuts 
By Robert 
Clark  
Ten  Spartan Bookstore em-
ployees contended 
in a meeting 
Wednesday
 with Spartan Bookstore 
General Manager 
Harry  Wineroth 
that their 
"hours  have been cut
 even 
though there is 
enough
 work to keep 
us all 
busy."  
The 
employees
 presented 
a 
letter 
signed
 by 38 
bookstore
 em-
ployees which 
stated
 their "work 
load 
has been doubled, 
with no 
compensation." 
"Many 
of us may be 
forced to 
seek employment
 elsewhere, 
possibly
 affecting our 
academic 
pursuits,"
 the letter said. 
The area 
in the bookstore
 af-
fected most by 
the  cutbacks, ac-
cording
 to employee 
Rick
 Den-
simore, 25, is 
the textbook division. 
The problem, Densimore
 said, is 
that many 
employees
 have been cut
 
back in the
 number of hours they 
can  
work. 
One such 
employee, Lareen 
Chonzeria,
 said "they i  
bookstore  
management)
 would like to 
cut our 
hours even more." 
"I feel 
that we were 
un-
dermanned  in the textbook
 area," 
she said. "We'll
 have a double work 
load
 during those hours we work.
 
There is a 
substantive work load,
 
especially  at night." 
Another
 employee, 
Susan 
Hawkins, 31, said 
she was told "we 
don't have any hours for you" 
by
 her 
supervisor.  
"They're
 keeping people on that 
have just begun 
this semester," she 
said. 
Wineroth
 responded to 
these  
complaints by saying,
 -I wasn't 
aware of 
any  great problems." 
"One problem," Wineroth 
said, 
"is that we have just so 
many  hours 
we can allot. 
We
 were just a little bit 
overloaded
 last semester. 
But 
we've  got 
to
 stay right
 in 
tight with our
 budget, so 
we
 can't 
allot 
more  hours if 
they don't 
balance
 out with our 
budget. 
"We're
 not running 
the Spartan 
Bookstore  to 
provide
 student 
labor, 
you know."
 
Spartan 
Bookstore 
Assistant  
Manager 
David Friedly 
said the 
students' 
contention  that 
there  
wasn't 
"enough
 help on the 
floor 
because of 
the cutbacks" 
did not 
take into consideration
 "some of the 
students' 
schedules."
 
"I know 
for a fact," 
Friedly 
said, "that some 
of the students' 
hours 
didn't
 fit with being 
able
 to 
cover the floor area." 
Wineroth 
said, "the 
basic  
premise I work on is 
that
 I'm going 
to use 
as
 much student labor
 as I 
can. On 
campus,
 I think we're 
the 
greatest student labor 
employers." 
Replying to 
the students' 
request for more hours, 
Wineroth 
said, 
-we can't give anybody more 
than 20 hours a week." 
He said this situation exists 
because he 
has to "meet my 
budget."
 But, he said, "we pay 
the 
students as 
well  or better than they 
can get
 anywhere else." 
Friedly said everybody,
 upon 
being hired, 
was  informed there was 
a possibility 
some
 people would have 
to 
be cut back in hours. 
Wineroth said he "tried to in-
form everybody 
that  we would have 
to cut some 
people back in hours. 
They did stand this risk - that we 
wouldn't  have hours for them." 
In an effort to solve the 
problem, 
Wineroth
 said he and Friedly 
will 
"review the
 hours with the people in 
the different 
departments  so that we 
can find out 
what  the problem is." 
Wineroth said 
he
 plans to review 
the hours and report to 
the em-
ployees Feb. 24. 
Jury
 
hears  
remainder
 
of 
Runyon
 
confrontation
 
By Corinne Asturias  
The remaining 
tape-recorded 
portion  of a confrontation between 
San Jose
 City Councilman David 
Runyon and San Jose policemen was 
played for a jury Wednesday after 
Municipal  Court Judge Stephen 
Manley denied a defense motion that 
the recording be inadmissible as 
evidence. 
The ruling was made Tuesday 
over the
 vehement objections of 
Runyon's  co -counsel, Anthony 
Giacalone, who maintained the 
remainder of the 30-minute cassette 
demonstrated "bad 
manners."  
photo by 
Albson&ittoughho
 
As 
the sun sets 
slowly  behind 
the  SJSU 
library
 operators for
 the 
Fourth  Street 
SAGA
 parking 
lot  bemoan 
the
 fate of 100 
parking 
spaces
 -- all lost 
under  water. 
The area's 
newest  lake 
was
 formed 
during the 
rains earlier 
this  week in 
San  Jose. The 
storm  dropped 
seven -tenths
 
of one inch 
of the wet 
stuff  on Son 
Jose
 before it 
went 
away. No 
more  rain is 
foreseen  in 
the
 near future
 
"It's 
rudeness,
 
boisterousness,
 
obnoxiousness,
 but 
it's not 
criminal!" he said. 
In his crucial ruling, Manley 
said, "I don't think the prejudicial
 
effect of the rest of the tape out-
weighs  the probative value to 
the  
jury." 
The 
first half of the tape was 
aired by Deputy 
District  Attorney 
Jules 
Finkelstein  Friday. 
Runyon
 is on trial
 for battery 
and  interfering 
with an 
officer,  
charges 
stemming  from 
a conflict 
outside
 the 
Farmers
 Union 
restaurant  with
 SJSU students
 Scott 
Allen and Dan
 Grady Sept.
 2. 
Sgt.  Bob 
Kosovilka  
taped  the 
conversation 
after being 
called  to 
the 
San  Pedro 
Street  scene by 
two 
subordinate officers. 
Kosovilka 
testified  Runyon
 was 
"ordering 
and demanding" 
officers  
on the scene and tried
 to unduly use 
his influence
 as a councilman.
 
Kosovilka
 referred 
to a portion 
of
 the tape where
 Runyon 
shouted
 
angrily, 
"Hey,  you get 
your
 ass over 
here and
 you wait 
in
 line, you 
hear  
me. You 
get over here
 and you 
wait."
 
Runyon also threatened 
Kosovilka -Do you wanna 
consider  
yourself on suspension? I'll tell you 
right now I'll 
bring that up before 
the council." 
Runyon later yelled:
 
'You
 wanna play games with 
the public? 
"I'll play games 
with  you. 
You 
want a raise?
 I'll tell you what we'll 
do with 
the raise.
 
-I'm gonna play 
the part with 
him  
I 
Kosovilka. 
Councilman
 
versus  Sergeant. 
 'I'll play games with you right 
before the public...right before the 
Mercury 
and  News." 
The 
San  Jose Mercury 
and News 
obtained a copy of the
 taped en-
counter  and publicized its contents. 
A member of the 
Runyon  party, 
William Priest,
 urged Runyon to 
-take it  
easy."  Runyon 
retorted:  
"This  is 
a 
political
 issue
 
we're  
talking  
about.  
Salary.  
We're 
talking 
about
 the 
budget  
and
 
everything."
 
Runyon's
 
charges  
are 
the  
result
 
of 
an 
encounter  
with 
police  
after  the 
councilman  
and 
three  
companions
 
had 
been
 dining
 and 
drinking.
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Citizen
 group, 
industry  
in 
battle
 
for media  
By Scott Rifles
 
The citizen's group.  Committee 
for Open 
Media,  has 
penetrated 
irritatingly under the skin
 of two 
children from the broadcast in-
dustry. 
This rare event 
happens
 when 
two 
large corporations of the private
 
business 
complex
 have to actually 
sit down and bargain 
with powerless 
people. 
Usually the 
citizen  group is 
effectively postponed and 
stalled  
until it is too late ( 
or too expensive) 
for 
them to do anything.
 
Scott Knies
 is a 
Spartan  Doily 
reporter  
COM 
has 
made  
some  
noise  
that
 
the 
incorporated
 
societies
 
cannot  
ignore. 
COM
 filed
 a 
petition  
to 
deny
 a 
Federal  
Communications
 
Com-
mission
 
license
 
renewal
 to San
 Jose 
television  
station 
KNTV 
(Channel
 
11) on 
Nov.
 
1,1977.
 
Less
 than 
two 
months  
later, 
a 
sales 
agreement
 
was  
reached  
between  
Allan 
T. 
Gilliland,
 
president
 of 
Gill 
Industries,  
which 
owns
 both 
KNTV 
and 
Gill
 Cable 
TV, 
and
 
Landmark
 
Communications  
Inc. of 
Norfolk,
 Va. 
Before  the 
transfer  of 
ownership
 
can 
take
 place,
 the 
FCC  
must
 ap-
prove  the 
sale. 
This
 is 
where  COM 
has 
gotten  
under
 the 
skin
 of the 
two 
corporations
 by 
pointing  
an ac-
cusing
 finger 
at KNTV.
 
The COM
 petition
 charges
 that 
Gill 
Industries  
abused  its 
monopoly
 
power
 in San
 Jose 
while  
operating
 
KNTV 
(particularly
 the news)
 for its 
own
 private
 and 
commercial  
in-
terests,
 presenting
 evidence 
to back 
this. 
This evidence includes an af-
fidavit filed by former KNTV news 
producer
 Wynston M. Selwyn, who 
says that station news was pur-
posely being 
compromised
 to 
achieve  better ratings. 
"Chances
 look good 
for a 
hearing," 
said Phillip 
Jacklin,  
associate
 professor of philosophy
 at 
SJSU and head of COM. 
But Landmark wants to 
mediate 
all differences with COM before the 
FCC decides to hear 
the KNTV 
petition, according to William Gietz, 
president of WTAR, a radio 
and TV 
corporation division of Landmark. 
Gietz and 
Jacklin
 met Feb. 2 in 
Los 
Angeles
 to discuss general
 
principles and requests
 on both sides 
of the bargaining 
table.  
Gietz did not want to talk about 
it because the 
situation  is in a 
''premature stage" and the meeting 
in L.A. was ''strictly exploratory." 
Perhaps
 he was 
embarrassed  
that a corporate
 executive 
of his 
stature 
had to deal 
with  the 
leader
 of 
a 
lowly  citizen group. 
He 
would  not 
comment
 on 
specific COM 
requests,
 such as the 
removal 
of certain 
individuals  
responsible  
for KNTV's
 
management.
 
Speaking in a 
corporate  dialect, 
Gietz did say Landmark  was 
anxious to move into San Jose. 
''We have 
looked
 over the 
market and like what we see," he 
said. -We think we would make a 
viable contribution to the San Jose 
area."
 
According to Geitz, Landmark's 
purchase price for KNTV has been 
reported at $12 million. 
COM 
is aware of the magnitude 
of Landmark's investment, but 
Jacklin will not admit the citizen 
group has the upper hand. 
We have an important case to 
bring before the FCC," he said, ' 'and 
we're not going to get out of the way 
until we are convinced that a greater 
good is going to be accomplished." 
Jacklin touched upon another 
COM bargaining
 chip. ''KNTV is 
choice broadcast property, and it is 
not easy to buy up TV stations these 
days." 
KNTV
 is affiliated with ABC and 
has a limited audience to the 
north  
and
 east (KGO-Channel 7 territory). 
But the station's signal 
is 
designed to project south and west, 
reaching to Salinas and Monterey 
and to about 1.4 million people 
overall. 
If the FCC accepts COM's 
petition, there is a chance the case 
could be tied up in 
litigation  for 
years. Would Landmark cancel its 
purchase of KNTV if this happened? 
''We  would seriously have to 
look at how long we 
wanted
 to 
sustain it and if we wanted to look 
elsewhere for other acquisitions," 
Gietz said. 
Sure, what's
 a measley 
$12 
million for
 a conglomerate
 like 
Landmark?
 
However,  the 
conglomerate  
honestly wants 
to reach an 
agreement 
with  COM that would 
satisfy the 
latter's past 
complaints  
about
 KNTV and its 
management.  
If this 
agreement 
is
 reached, 
COM's  
statement
 of 
principles 
would be 
included  in 
Landmark's  
application  to the 
FCC for licensing.
 
"It  is very much 
like  a poker 
game," Jacklin 
said, "you have to 
get it 
in
 writing and still
 you worry." 
It is also 
a game that effects
 1.4 
million
 people and 
is played for 
millions 
of
 dollars. 
Weed
 
illegal, 
caffeine
 isn't 
Dope 
discrimination
 
By Bill 
Smith  
Ned Young
 doesn't take 
drugs 
for the 
simple
 reason that
 he has 
enough 
trouble
 now. He 
has  seen a 
lot of his 
friends die from
 drugs; he 
knows  drugs 
can kill you. 
But only 
certain 
drugs. 
Bill 
Smith is
 a 
Spartan Doily 
reporter 
Heroin, MD, speed, uppers and 
downers;
 stay away from these, 
they cause a 
lot  of trouble and are 
expensive as hell besides. 
But 
a less expensive drug in 
terms of cost  and damaging effect, 
marijuana, can serve as the perfect 
recreational drug as long as it is 
used in 
moderation.
 
Using anything to excess, be it 
anacin, caffeine, 
tranquilizers  or 
alcohol can cause problems. And all 
these, no 
matter what you believe, 
are drugs. They do something to and 
for you 
Drugs are used everyday 
by
 all 
types of people. But the group that 
gets most 
of the coverage is 
musicians. Neil Young 
doesn't take 
drugs, as a few other 
musicians  
don't,  but there are those who cannot 
go on stage unless
 they have 
something to -pick them up." 
It could be 
the jitters, habit, or 
any other reason, but rock 
musicians 
have  the reputation of 
being into drugs. A common com-
plaint about rock musicians is that 
they are "dopers." 
Doper: one who takes dope, i.e. 
drugs. Everyone fits into this 
catergory since I doubt that anyone 
has gone through 
life without taking 
some form of drug. 
But when drugs are mentioned, 
people become angry and call for a 
crackdown
 on drugs. But they don't 
mean coffee, they 
mean  -weed." 
Suggest that they cut down on their 
intake of caffeine and they cry that 
their right to pursue happiness is 
being denied.
 
Well my 
right to pursue hap-
piness with a joint of 
marijuana
 is 
being 
denied.
 
They say that my recreational 
drug is illegal. Well 
in that case lam 
being discriminated against. 
If
 some 
drugs are illegal,
 why aren't all of 
them? I will give up smoking if 
you 
will give 
up drinking. 
But that is not likely to 
happen.  I 
will have 
to wait for 
decriminalization, 
hopefully  a short 
while,  and continue 
to get my 
recreational  drug through
 illicit 
means even if I am forced to pay 
smugglers fees for it. 
Sure some drugs will kill you. 
But I am not into all drugs, 
nor are 
rock 
musicians.
 I use a nice har-
mless 
drug with the potency similar 
to alcohol, use it to 
moderation and 
live a healthy, 
happy  life. 
Think of 
that as you die from 
cancer  from smoking a 
pack of 
Camels a day, or 
smash  up on the 
freeway 
from  too many 
tequila 
sunrises. 
Animal  lover won't eat 
meat;  
compared
 to 
eating
 
humans
 
By Jill 
Kaufler 
I walked into the dining com-
mons of the dorms.
 I just couldn't 
figure out why the serving lines were 
so long, so I walked through them to 
check the  main entree. I almost lost 
my appetite because
 I saw in front of 
me grilled slabs of 
dead animal 
flesh. Others might call it steak... 
Jill  Kouller is 
a 
Spartan Doily 
reporter  
I passed it up in disgust to many 
dormies' surprise. Instead, I fixed 
myself a fresh, crunchy, healthy 
salad 
with beans and mushrooms. I 
had a tall plate of spinach and three 
glasses of milk to 
go with it. 
I sat down to enjoy my meal 
when a friend sat across from me. 
He figured out I was a vegetarian so 
I hoped for
 no sarcastic comment. 
Instead, 
the inevitable question 
came, ''Why are you a vegetarian?" 
Oh, no. Here I go again... 
People 
of SJSU!!! Hear ye!! 
Hear ye!! For the final time
 I will 
explain to all why I became a 
vegetarian and why 
I have stayed 
one for over two years. Listen 
carefully to something 
that  will not 
be 
repeated!
 
My 
reasons
 are personal. They 
are not religious, although I have 
never eaten 
pork  for religious 
reasons.
 They are not health 
reasons. 
letters I 
'Realism'
 a 
drag 
Editor:
 
Dear 
Hilary 
( 
Roberts
 ya 
what 
I'm gonna do. As a homeowner 
and full time 
resident  in  the 
proposed university zone, I'll see if I 
can't
 
convince  my 
friends and 
neighbors  to let you have, say, 25 or 
so 
half
-way
 houses in 
your neigh-
borhood.  
Just 
think,
 each 
morning  you 
could 
look
 out 
the 
window  and view 
your 
-learning
 experiences"
 in all 
their
 
"realistic  glory" passed
 out on 
your  
lawn.
 
Why, 
you 
could  
even 
watch  
them  
panhandling
 the kids on their way to 
school.
 
You  
might  even be lucky  
enough
 
to 
obtain
 a 
real
 life 
child  
molester
 to 
board
 
next  to 
your local 
elementary
 
school.
 
Severe
 
consequences
 could arise 
if 
word  
got  
out  
about
 this, 
dear.  Los 
Gatos,  
Los
 
Altos,
 
Saratoga  or 
even  
Santa  
Clara,
 
not  
to 
mention 
Camp-
bell,  
might
 
clamrnor
 for a few, in-
sisting
 
that
 
since  
they 
were 
originally
 
from
 
their
 
neighborhoods,
 
they  
had
 
first
 
dibbs.
 
And
 
should
 
the
 other
 
counties,  
(after
 
all, 
they
 
contributed
 
about
 
60
 
percent
 
of 
these
 
"learning
 
ex-
periences"
 
to 
our  
community)
 
want
 
their
 
residents
 
back,
 
think
 
of
 
all  
the  
three 
unit 
courses in 
individual 
studies our Sociology and Psych 
students  would have to forego. 
But aren't you really saying 
to
 
hell with 
the community, 
just
 don't 
take 
away  our 'learning ex-
periences."
 
Oh, by 
the  way, good luck in 
convincing 
your  friends and 
neighbors  that they can
 benefit by 
the "learning 
experience  in all its 
realistic 
glory" while practicing 
"being benevolent" while picking up 
the wine bottles 
and  defecation off 
then 
i campus. 
John Quinn 
Journalism  senior 
Iranians  
harassed  
Editor:
 
The  fact that S'AVAK 
operates in 
the U.S. with the consent and the 
cooperation  of the U.S. government 
was even claimed by the Shah 
himself
 
on
 the CBS 
60 
Minutes  
program 
Oct.
 24, 1976. 
Furthermore, in the Senate 
subcommittee
 hearing 
E5463  and 
E5464  
the CIA admitted 
that
 it 
collaborated
 
with 
SAVAK  
against
 
the 
Iranian  
students. 
To
 quote the 
S.F. 
Chronicle
 
of
 Oct. 
26, 1976, 
"Savak 
agents
 hound 
and  harass 
Iranians
 
in 
the U.S. 
with
 full 
knowledge
 and sometimes 
assistance 
of
 the CIA." 
Another  
recent
 incident
 in a 
Northern California 
town
 
is 
most  
revealing 
of 
SAVAK's
 
criminal
 
activities 
against 
the 
Iranian
 
student
 
movement  
and its 
collaboration  
with  the local 
police.  
On 
Tuesday 
night, Jan.
 10, two 
SAVAK  
agents
 carried
 out a 
con-
spiracy
 to 
murder  three 
Progressive
 
Iranian 
students 
at
 Chico. One
 of 
them 
using his 
.22 caliber 
pistol fired
 
five 
times at 
the students
 in a 
dark  
parking lot. 
One would think that these two 
SAVAK goons would at least be kept 
in jail for a while, but they were 
released on their own recognizance 
and guess who was at the top of the 
list of personal references for them.: 
the Chief of Police of another nearby 
town.  
But thanks to the struggle 
waged 
by
 ISA and its supporters, all 
the efforts of SAVAK and its U.S. 
agency  backers to suppress the 
Iranian student 
movement
 have 
been in 
vain.  
Our  people are waging a 
bitter
 
and 
determined  
struggle
 against the 
fascist 
regime  of the Shah
 under the 
most 
repressive  
conditions.
 We here 
are also 
determined  to do 
the  same. 
We have 
come under 
attack  
before, but every time, by 
relying on 
the 
people  and 
rallying
 their sup-
port, 
we have been able to defeat all 
their schemes against us. 
The Iranian people and the 
people in the U.S. stand
 in solidarity 
with 
each
 other against 
their 
common enemy, 
namely  the U.S. 
imperialism.
 
We have 
enjoyed the support
 
and solidarity 
of
 the American 
people
 in the past and we 
are  con-
fident that 
with this support,
 we will 
be 
able 
to
 defeat 
the 
SAVAK/police/D.A.'s
 
office con-
spiracy
 this 
time 
also.  
A. 
Razmjow  
Industrial  
Engineering  
Junior  
The Spartan Daily welcomes 
letters
 
from 
readers
 expressing 
individual
 
viewpoints.
 
Letters should be typed,
 
doubled -spaced and must 
include
 
the writer's signature, major, class 
standing, address and
 telephone 
number. 
Only 
the name, major and class 
standing 
will  be printed.
 
The Spartan Daily reserves the
 
right to edit for 
length,  style or libel. 
Letters should be submitted at 
the Daily office (JC 
208)
 
between  9 
a.m. and 5 p.m. 
weekdays  or by mail 
to the Forum
 Page, c/o the Spartan 
Daily, San Jose State
 University, 125 
S. Seventh St., San Jose, Ca.
 95192. 
All my 
tile
 I 
have had an 
in-
credible
 love for animals. I read
 
every animal story 
I could get my 
hands on as a child. 
I watched
 a special on 
turkeys, 
those beautiful 
birds who have their
 
heads cut off
 so people can celebrate 
Thanksgiving. 
Can't  we be thankful 
without
 chopping the head off
 a 
defenseless  bird? In 
1975, I got sick 
on turkey day. 
My
 mom handed me 
a leg, and 
I turned it down.
 It might 
as 
well  have been a 
human  leg. 
That's
 howl look at 
eating  meat. 
We 
all  know 
cattle,
 chickens and
 
turkeys have
 about the same
 insides 
as 
humans.  
People
 eat tripe, 
heart,  
kidney  and 
liver.
 You might 
as
 well 
eat  your 
deceased 
neighbor.  
They
 
have the same
 organs, 
maybe  a little 
less 
meat  on 
their
 bones. They
 also 
have  brains,
 just like 
our animal
 
friends.
 
Look 
around
 nature. 
Look at all 
the 
land
 wasted 
on feed for 
cattle. 
Those
 grains, 
if mixed 
properly, 
could feed 
tremendous 
amounts of 
people.  We need 
65 grams of 
protein
 
each day.
 But certain 
bean,  grain 
and dairy 
product 
combinations
 will 
give
 a person enough 
protein  to live 
healthily.
 
People,  I don't mind 
your eating 
meat,  even 
though  my 
stomach  is 
sickened 
at the sight
 of uncooked
 
flesh. I think 
of the animal 
that was 
once alive. 
Tell 
me
 animals 
are  raised to 
be 
killed,
 right? 
Wrong.  Why 
can't a 
young
 bull grow
 up into 
a steer 
without
 becoming
 veal 
cutlets?  Why 
can't a 
baby sheep 
be
 a ram without
 
becoming
 a lamb chop?
 
I 
don't  eat 
fish.  The 
iodine  
content
 has a lot
 to do with 
it. But 
aren't fish 
part of the 
beauty  of the 
sea? 
When  the 
oceans  are 
empty of 
fish,
 don't 
blame  
me.  
I 
have given 
my own 
personal  
reasons
 for not
 eating 
animals.  I 
do
 
not  condemn
 a 
person  for 
eating 
meat,  
because
 there 
are too 
many  
people who  do. 
So don't 
condemn  me 
then, if I 
continue
 to not eat
 meat. I 
have
 no 
guilt 
feelings.
 It is 
just  that I 
didn't  
have 
to
 kill 
something  in 
order to 
enjoy a meal. 
Be
 
a 
Isafe'valentine
 
By Lori Hayes 
Tonight when the moon is high 
and the stars are 
bright  and you're 
snuggled  next to a crackling fire 
with your favorite
 Valentine suc-
cumbing 
to the whims 
of Cupid, 
remember, 
we are in the middle 
of 
National Condom Week.
 
tort Hayes is a Spartan
 Doily 
reporter  
A press release 
recently
 
received by the Spartan
 Daily and 
subtitled
 ' 'FOR 
IMMEDIATE
 
RELEASE," 
informs  us that 
the
 
Population 
Institute
 of San Fran-
cisco and the 
Pharamacists  Plan-
ning  Services, Inc. of 
Sausalito are 
concerned
 with venereal
 disease and 
unwanted 
pregnancies this week.
 
Since one 
rule  in public 
relations 
is strategic 
planning  of 
promotion,  
the 
publicists  at 
P.P.S.I.
 must have 
figured 
there is no 
better day 
to 
begin a 
condom  
promotion
 than 
Valentine's  Day. 
Might the pharmacists
 be ex-
pecting
 heavier sales of 
condoms
 by 
beginning
 
the 
eventful
 
week
 on 
Valentine's  
Day?  
The 
week 
culminates,  
the 
press  
release  
says, 
on 
National  
Condom  
Day,
 Feb. 
20, 
also 
the  
birthday  
celebration
 of 
George
 
Washington,
 
the 
father  
of our 
country,
 the 
press 
release 
reminds
 us. 
Since
 
George  
is 
the 
United.
 
States'
 
father,  
I 
wonder
 if 
the 
con-
ception 
of this
 
nation  
was  
an
 ac-
cident.
 
Had 
he 
been
 
using  a 
condom
 
perhaps
 the
 
continent's
 
lengthy
 
pregnancy
 
with
 the 
U.S. 
would
 
never  
have 
occurred.
 
National
 
Condom
 Day
 will be 
celebrated in San 
Francisco's
 
Union  
Square
 from 
11:30a.m.
 to 
1:30p.m.
 
Celebrities  
and 
experts
 
will
 
offer 
information 
on all 
aspects
 
of 
condoms,
 the press
 release
 says. 
The 
condom
 talks
 are 
scheduled
 
betweens  
sets 
of a 
rock 
concert 
featuring  
Country
 Joe 
McDonald,
 
Barry
 -The Fish"
 
Melton,
 
and
 
The  
Imaginary
 Band.
 
Perhaps
 
one  of 
- 
Country
 
Joe's 
numbers
 
will  be 
the 
notorious
 
"Fish
 
Cheer,"  
a 
seemingly 
appropriate
 
theme
 
song 
for 
the  day. 
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David 
Honea,
 left, 18, a member 
of
 the 
Theater Arts Department make-up crew, 
applies  a 
greasepaint
 
(above)
 
to
 actor 
Peter  Hadras. At right 
is the 
finished  product. Hadras, 20, 
as 
the 
79 -year
-old 
Tom 
Garrison  in the
 Theater 
Art's 
production
 of '1 
Never 
Sang 
For  My 
Father,"  in 
the 
Unversitv  
Theater.  
Young
 
portray
 
elderly
 
Make-up
 
ages
 
actors  
By Hilary
 Ann 
Roberts
 
From  the
 
makeup
 
mirror, 
her  withered
 face 
cracked
 a sad 
grin. 
"It's 
scary  to 
look  at," 
said 
Sharon 
Holmin,  24,
 
who 
plays 
78 -year
-old 
Margaret  
Garrison
 in 
"I
 
Never 
Sang 
for 
My
 
Father,"  
now 
at
 SJSU's
 
Studio
 
Theater
 
through
 
Feb. 18. 
"I had
 never 
played  
anyone 
over 
35,"  she 
said, 
"and I 
had to 
look
 for all 
these  lines. 
Some  of these
 
things
 will happen
 to my 
face." 
It takes Holmin two 
hours to 
transform 
herself 
from a perky blonde to a 
dying old  woman. 
Her characterization is 
twice as difficult,
 Holmin 
said, since the play borders 
on 
tragedy.  
''If I was in an ex-
tremely farcical comedy," 
she said,
 "I could play 
around with a funny
 voice 
or walk. But it 
would 
destroy the play's meaning 
if I 
did that 
with 
Margaret."
 
Holmin,  
a 
senior,
 
based 
the character
 on her 
grandmother.
 
''She has 
a wonderful
 
spirit,"
 
Holmin  
mused. 
"She 
can still see 
all the 
beautiful  
things  in 
the 
world, and 
I imagine 
that's 
harder to do the older you 
get." 
Peter Hadres,
 20, plays 
79 -year
-old Tom Garrison. 
He spent about two 
weeks studying 
old people 
in downtown San Jose, San 
Mateo and San Francisco.
 
 'I looked 
at the way 
they walked and the way 
they 
change  their weight 
when they do," he said. 
Hadres also checked 
the library for books on 
aging. 
'That got to 
be really 
depressing,"
 he 
said.  
''They 
talked  about
 
psychological 
changes   
the years 
of loneliness and 
the way people 
try  to 
disregard 
age. 
feature
 
'Memory
 
play' 
playing 
now
 
in 
SJSU  
theater  
By Hilary
 Ann Roberts 
'I 
Never  Sang 
For  My 
Father,"
 
at 
SJSU's
 Studio 
Theater,  Fifth 
and 
San
 Fernando 
streets, is 
neither
 a 
happily
-ever -after 
nor a 
laugh -
every -minute 
production. 
It is 
rather 
a tension
-packed,  con-
fessional  drama 
that
 may well leave
 
its audience 
emotionally spent.
 
Running now 
through
 Feb. 18, 
the
 Robert Anderson
 piece stars 
Sal 
Aiello 
as son Gene Garrison;
 Peter 
Hadres as Tom,
 his father; and 
Sharon 
Holmin  as Margaret,
 the 
mother. 
Theater
 arts graduate
 
student
 Bill Corey directs. 
Covering a 
two-
 to three-day 
span, the two
-act play portrays the
 
intense,
 sometimes 
poignant 
memories of Gene,
 a dutiful son who 
"I 
think  I was
 one of 
the 
youngest  to 
try out,"
 he 
said.
 "I 
deepened
 my 
lines, 
but 
I also had
 to add a 
lot." 
It also
 takes 
about 
two 
"tedious"
 hours
 to 
become
 
Tom. 
"I'm past depression 
now," 
Hadres  said.
 
The 
main idea is' to make 
it 
come from inside.
 
''After
 all, 
it's
 just 
another
 character.'
 
has tried, but never 
been
 able, to 
love his 
irascible  father. 
Even in 
the aftermath of his 
mother's death, 
the two are plagued 
with
 guilt, never seeming
 to reach 
any real level
 of understanding.
 
The 
set,
 with 
furniture
 or 
simple
 
grey
 and black
 blocks, 
is
 never 
entirely
 lit. 
Excellent  
muted  
lighting  
instead 
shifts  fromm
 one 
stage  area
 
to 
another.
 
Utilizing
 
short  
monologues,
 Gene 
provides
 scene
 
transition. 
The play's impact is 
so effective 
it may hit more 
than a few sore 
spots. 
Perhaps it is 
too strong for those 
queasy about growing old and facing 
the often -accompanying
 loneliness 
and alienation. And children who 
have lost parental
 affection will feel 
a familiar twinge of anxiety.
 
Although a few monologues tend 
to drag, Sal 
Aiello
 as Gene keeps the 
production's pace moving at a good 
clip. His diction is strong, full of 
feeling.
 
Peter 
Hadres,
 a 
20 -year
-old 
theater 
arts 
junior,
 
captures
 
the  
bitterness
 of 
a 
crotchety,  
often 
selfish  
old  man 
who 
lives  on 
his past
 
victories.
 
But 
as 
the  
drama  
progresses,
 
Hadres'
 
walk  and 
other 
mannerisms
 
seem
 a 
bit  too 
spry 
and  
animated
 for 
Tom's  
character
 of 79.
 
Sharon Holmin's 
portrayal  of 
the dying Margaret is near per-
fection. 
She  captures
 the 
play's  
essence
 
in 
a 
tender
 1,,x1room 
scene
 when
 she 
says,
 'What 
a shame 
that children
 
can't
 see their
 
parents
 
when
 
they're
 
young  
and  in love.. 
.1 
guess  a 
lot  of us 
forget
 
to
 say 
thank you before  
its 
too
 
late."
 
Joy 
Stinson,
 as 
Gene's  
older 
sister
 
Alice,  
deserves  
a 
special
 
accolade.
 
As a 
sensible yet 
hardened
 older 
sister, 
scorned
 by Tom 
because she
 
married  a man
 he did not
 approve 
of; her 
soul-searching
 performance
 
is 
beautiful.
 
The 
other six 
cast 
members
 
complete  a 
strong  unit. 
'Anyone who comes
 to see the 
play," said 
director  Corey,' is 
going  
to
 see a theatrical experience.
 It will 
touch
 some raw nerves. 
''It has,"
 he 
said,  
laughing,  
"taught 
me patience
 in the
 face 
of
 
adversity."
 
 'I 
Never  Sang for My Father" is 
a 
bargain for students 
and senior 
citizens at $1.50. 
General admission 
is $3. 
Its 
message
 
of 
a 
father
 
and 
son's  
love
 
and  
guilt  
will
 
not  
be 
tucked
 
away
 
soon.  
Health
 
Center
 hours
 
cut
 
Dr. Raymond Miller, health services 
director, said "poor 
utilization of 
professional staff" was the reason for
 
dropping  the 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. services. 
The Student 
Health
 Center will expand
 
its services by reducing 
its evening hours 
and thereby
 increasing its 
daytime  per-
sonnel beginning today.
 
New hours will be 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday and 
7:30  a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
Fridays.  
In one 
semester,  he said, 
only one or 
two  students 
visited the 
center at 
these 
High
 
Wire
 
Choir
 
comedy
 
offers
 
'total
 
By
 Vicki Johnsen 
Everyone, be he 
teacher or 
student,
 needs a 
break now and then from 
the 
monotony  of lectures, 
textbooks and exams. 
SALES
 TRAINEE
 
Inside Sales 
Position 
 Unique 
opportunity  to learn and grow 
with  
the retail operation 
of
 the world's 
leading  
manufacturer
 of fastening systems for 
construction
 
 Requires an aggressive, 
self-starting  
individual  with strong  mechanical aptitude 
to 
demonstrate  and sell 
construction  
tool 
products in company -owned store 
 Duties include 
inventory  control, 
cash  
supervision  
and complete 
operation
 of 
one-man 
store. 
 Position
 will lead directly to 
an
 assignment
 
in field 
sales. 
Call 
Paul  
Kreider
 18001 772.3957 
or 
send
 resume to 14500 Doolittle  Or
 
San Leandro, CA 945 1 7 
11411:1r1 
ASIENiNG SYSTEMS
 TOR CONSTRUCTION 
An 
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OPPorfundy
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 
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Students
 
$200 "TV 
For some the answer 
might be 
beer.  For others, 
relaxation might be in-
stilled through sleep. 
But for some the need 
can only be answered by a 
total release of the 
mind  to 
silliness to just the type of 
human  insanity offered
 by 
the High Wire Radio Choir. 
The choir is a lively 
group
 of actors which 
performs comical sketches 
in Bay Area restaurants 
and theaters.
 
Its shows are fast and 
fun, and slowly but surely 
the group is making a 
name for itself. 
"We're 
all  striving for 
different things," said 
partan
 
laly 
Serving the San Jaw State 
University 
Community  
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California Newspaper 
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The opinions expressed in the 
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Orme  
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University Administration.
 or 
the Department of 
Journalism  
and Advertising. 
Subscriptions  
accepted only nob 
remainder of 
semester basis. Pull 
academic  
year, $9. Each semester, $4.50. 
Off -campus price per copy,
 10 
cents. Phone 277-3101. Ad-
vertising, 277-3171.
 Printed by 
Suburban Newspaper 
Publication. I Ill' 
 group 
manager Dan 
Scafani. "For me, it is to 
become as famous as the 
Marx Brothers." 
It began three
 years 
ago 
when
 Ray Hanna, 
Kevin Aspel and 
Doug 
Ferrari combined their 
ti:ients and started writing 
oimedy
 skits. 
"I came 
into  the pic-
ture as manager," Scafani 
explained,  "and 
Moe 
O'Leary joined
 as the 
costume 
lady,  also in 
charge of 
props.  I'm still 
manager and Moe's still in 
charge of props but 
now  we 
act, along with the other 
three." 
Their first big break 
came when radio
 station 
KSJO broadcast two of the 
group's  live shows.
 
"From their radio 
station KFAT had us do a 
series of 10live half-hour 
comedy shows
 every 
Sunday night," 
Scafani
 
said. 
-Every Monday night 
we also host 
'Fat Fry' on 
the station.
 Three are two 
live
 bands performing and 
we do a 10-minute 
sketch  
during  band 
break," 
The whole
 radio ex-
perience, 
Scafani said, is 
very 
good exposure
 
because there is 
"very 
little live 
radio being 
done." 
The 
group  will perform 
Mohammad's
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Specials
 
Coke 
6 Paks 
1.49
 
Shasta
 
Mixers
 
.49
 
FREE
 COFFEE 8:00 
A.M.-10:00
 
AM.  
ends Feb. 
17
 
GASOLINE
 
ALWAYS
 
AVAILABLE
 
III I \ 
, 
I 
7- 
ELEvEn
 
10th and 
Santa 
Clara  
San 
Jose  
tonight
 at the 
Eulipia,  
374
 
S. 
First  
St.
 The 
show  
will
 
consist 
of three
 45
-minute  
sketches 
beginning
 at 
8:30
 
p.m. 
"We 
plan
 to open
 with 
the 'Big 
Star  Set' 
that is in 
Las 
Vegas  
style,"
 
Scafani
 
said.  "It 
takes
 place 
at
 the 
Riki  Tiki 
Room 
at the 
Ticky
 Tacky 
bowling 
alley 
and stars 
Franky 
Valium 
and
 Jeff 
'Flannel  
Mouth'  
Simpson."  
From 
the 
"Big
 Star 
Set," 
the group
 goes 
into 
the 
"Game  
Show  
Set,"  
which 
relies  on 
audience 
participation
 and 
rewards  
with 
real
 prizes.
 
"More  
than  
anything,"
 
Scafani said,
 "we do 
a lot of 
flashback
 
media takeoffs 
and make 
fun of radio,
 television and 
magazines. We're all 
movie addicts 
and 
especially like real bad 
movies."  
Two of the choir 
members
 hold degrees 
from
 SJSU. Aspell has a 
B.A. in drama, Scafani in 
history and English with a 
teaching credential. 
Rooted in San Jose, the 
High Wire Radio Choir 
should of been 
formed in 
San Francisco,
 according 
to Scafini, because there is 
more opportunity
 there for 
statewide
 or 
nationwide
 
recognition. 
'This  summer will we 
probably move to The 
On
 
this
 day
 In: 
1970: The 
Survival 
Faire,
 a week-long festival 
stressing 
the ecological 
concerns of SJSU students, 
opened with a parade 
through the 
streets
 of 
downtown LOS Gatos and
 
various speeches and 
seminars at 
SJSU.  
The faire, which 
continued
 through the 
week, was climaxed
 five 
days later by the burial of a 
new Ford Maverick in front 
of the old student cafeteria 
on Seventh  
Street as a 
symbol of the end of 
Americans'
 dependence on 
the automobile. 
The 
Maverick
 was paid 
for by individual donations 
and by $1 shares sold at the 
faire.
 
1974:  SJSU 
President
 
John Bunzel 
was honored 
by the Board of Super-
visors
 of the City 
anti  
County of San 
Francisco
 
for his efforts in com-
batting discrimination
 anti 
furthering  the 
cause  of civil 
rights  
71.101 
1111 
SKI 
JAcksoN 
HMI 
WyomiNg 
EASTER WEEk 1978 
 
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SJSU 
 
Ski Club 
011 
Siierups APO] dtposirs loft
 club 
numbuts
 IN ON FlbRUARy 28ch i The 
Almmitl. Room 
of
 ihi 
STUdISIT Uraii0111 Al 
7:15 AM. 
FOR
 MORI infORMATiOrti Or4t by 
The Ski Club TAble ouTside Tht Union' OR 
( AU LIS: Bob OR lot AT 268-2529;104 AT 
264-4762;  STIVt AT 268-0126  oR Wad( 
AT
 293-1521,
 
hours  
each night. Most patients come in 
between
 
noon  and
 1 p.m.
 
To reduce student waiting time, 
evening staff will work during the day and 
doctors' lunch hours 
will be reduced to one 
half hour. One doctor and nurse will be on 
duty from 5 to 7 
p.m.  The medical staff at 
the center includes 
11 doctors and 11 
nurses.
 
Emergencies  after 7 
p.m.
 will be 
referred 
to San  Jose Hospital or Santa
 
Clara Valley Medical Center. 
release
 
City," 
he 
said.  
This
 
Saturday
 the
 
group
 will 
be 
appearing  
at 
the 
Catalyst  
Next 
Wednesday  the 
choir 
will appear
 at 
Crossroads, 303 
Potrero.  in 
Santa Cruz. 
ALVIN
 AILEY 
AMERICAN 
DANCETHEATER  
Tuesday.  March
 ii at 8:00 PM 
San Jose 
Center
 
forth,' 
Performing  Arts 
Student 
tickets
 $11.00 or $1.00
 iii 
ady ance 
Students, staff and faculty at any school in the area 
are eligible to purchase these 
specially
 priced student 
tot 
its, A 
valid  
1.11,  
card
 
u ill he reovered for each pair 
ot
 
tilt 
els,  
lief ets are on sale nom at the A.S. itusisness
 Ot 
het . 5.151
 Student t mon. tii tssmiated Students 
Presentation 
made  
possible 
in part bs a 
grant 
I r I 
tint  
atitioal
 l,ndos
 mem hir tilt
 
U 
Is.
 a icri..cal acct. 
t 
mi1ler:1(11111
 %I lib illy I NrIsl iii 
11111. 
"MEN'
 
111WIN1111111Www_
  
Reach 
a little higher 
study  a little 
longer
 and earn .1 
Master ot 
hiss- Arts 
Degree  at the Academy of 
Art  
College
 The
 
Acadenn
 is unique 
in many
 
respects.  one of
 which 
is
 that
 OUT 
faculty  is 
compnsed
 of 
working  
professionals
 
If you should 
qualify
 as an M F A 
candidate.
 
'null work with  
one ol 
or instructors
 on a one to one 
basis
 
This
 assures you of getting
 the 
attention
 you need 
to
 accomplish your obiectives 
in the arts 
Fill 
out  this handy 
coupon
 and 
well
 wnd 
you  full particulars 
regarding  
our
 program 
AACADEMY
 OF 
ART  
COLLEGE,  
40 Powell Street San 
Francisco
 CA 
94108 4114151
 
673-42X
 
Since
 1929. the professional
 way to karts 
Mauer
 of Fine Arts 
Coordmator,  
lam interested 
in applying as a 
candidate  in your 
Si
 A Progran 
Please send me 
full  particulars regarding
 this program 
0 
Fine Arts 0 Illustration 0 
Advertising  
0 Photography 0 
Giaphic Design 
Address   
i'Aty  State   
ACADEMY
 OF 
ART  
COLLEGE,
 
MO Powell Street,  San
 Francisco. CA 94108  
1415167 0-420.) 
THE 
woating  
K EL 
unique 
establishment"  
hurs. 
Feb.  16 
POJAMA
 PEOptE 
Fri. and 
Sal.
 Feb.17,18 
STREAMLINER
 
Mon.
 
Feb.
 20 
TRACE
 
hies.
 Feb.
 21 
Slim
 
PickENs
 
W ed. Feb. 22 
SkycREEk
 
ilapp:* Hour 
1-7
 pin 
Live Liitertainnient 
251:5
 
The tlaincila  2t7-(52
 
Pa*: 
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 Fcbruar 16, 
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sports
 
Woman
 
not
 
allowed
 
to 
wrestle
 
at
 
SJSU
 
 
                
  
Spartan
 
bubble
 
burst
 
By Scott Van 
Camp
 
The bubble 
broke  at the 
wrong time for the Spartan 
baseball
 team yesterday, 
as 
UC-Berkeley  scored 
two  
runs late in 
the game to 
squeeze out a 2-1 win at 
Municipal
 Stadium. 
Before yesterday's 
eighth inning, SJSU pit-
chers 
had  a streak of 21 
innings pitched without a 
run scored. But California 
ended 
that  string with a 
single by Greg 'Thys, a 
grounder which moved the 
person who just 
walks on to the campus to runner 
over, and another 
preventing 
Nunes  from 
wrestling  at 
SJSU.
 
play 
basketball for 
example.
 
Murphy
 
said. 
base
 hit to bring 
in the run. 
Larry 
Rice,  
Commissioner
 
of the
 
If
 
Nunes  
was invited 
onto  the
 campus, The Bears won
 it in the 
Central Coast 
Section of the 
California
 
especially  for a contact sport such 
as
 ninth as 
they  tagged SJSU 
Interscholastic  Federation, said 
there  
is
 
no
 
wrestling,  that 
liability  would increase, he 
hurler  
Dave
 Nobles for 
C.I.F. rule 
or C.C.S. 
regulation
 by which
 
said,  
three 
straight
 singles after 
Nunes would be ineligible for 
any 
high
 
Frank  Fantozzi, assistant  athletic the Spartans had 
retired
 
school 
activity
 by working out
 with the 
SJSU
 
director for men 
and 
women's
 business two men. 
wrestling team, 
affairs,
 said the university's insurance 
SJSU started things off 
The only way working out at SJSU 
could  
Policies
 
covering 
athletes would not cover in the bottom of the first 
cause  
Nunes  to lose eligibility, 
Rice
 
said,
 
Nunes
 if she were 
to work out with the with 
a 
single  to left by 
would
 be if she was currently 
on
 her high
 
wrestling  team. 
Chris Pedretti. 
school wrestling team. Rice 
added  that 
a 
Wrestling  
coach T.J. 
Kerr said Nunes' Third baseman Randy 
West Valley
 Athletic 
League 
rule
 
prevents
 
situation  was a 
difficult  one. Johnson then hit a double 

 
had a 
good
 day catchin 
with 
three throw
-outs o 
steal 
attempts of 
secon 
base. 
The 
Spartans,
 4 -
overall 
and  4-2 in leagu
 
play, 
face University 
o 
Santa Clara in 
an
 im 
portant  three -game
 serie 
Fridny and Saturday. 
The  Spartans play thi 
Broncos at Santa 
Clari 
tomorrow and
 come bad* 
to 
Municipal
 Stadium
 for a 
Saturday 
doubleheader
 
at 
noon. 
Spartan
 coach 
Gene 
Menges
 had 
hoped  to go 
into
 Santa Clara 
with  a win 
over the tough
 Bears, 
who  
hold 
a 56-18 
series  edge 
against SJSU. 
By 
Steven
 Goldberg 
Brenda
 
Nunes,  ineligible
 to 
compete  
with Campbell 
High's men's team, will not 
work out with the SJSU wrestling team, 
because of insurance 
problems  and a desire 
to avoid 
further sensationalism of 
her  
situation. 
Athletic  Director Bob 
Murphy  said 
yesterday the 
university  is liable 
for 
anybody using
 SJSU facilities. 
He added 
that he will not
 extend that 
liability
 to 
anybody
 who isn't a student
 at SJSU. 
Murphy said 
he is proud 
of SJSU's 
wrestling program 
and would not like to 
add 
a 
promotional  such 
as
 men versus 
women 
wrestling. 
-It's a 
gimmicky  type 
of
 thing," 
Murphy said. 
Contrary to a 
report in the 
Spartan  
Daily last week 
there  is no high 
School
 rule 
her from competing with her high school. 
Rice, although 
he said that he 
thinks  
Nunes is sincere about women competing 
against 
men  in any contact
 sport. 
Roland Baldwin, principal of Campbell  
High where Nunes is a 
junior,  said working 
out with the 
SJSU team would not make 
Nunes ineligible. 
For participation on the 
high school's drill 
team. 
Nunes could lose eligibility for the drill 
team or athletic teams at Campbell 
High  
School under C.I.F. or 
C.C.S. rules if she 
competed  under a false name or 
accepted  
money forerestling, 
Rice  said. 
Murphy said he thought Nunes was 
sincere about wrestling but 
that  he would 
make the same 
decision  for any person not 
an SJSU student. 
SJSU is liable to an 
extent for any 
down
 the 
left field
 line 
to 
score
 
Pedretti
 for
 the 
1-0  
Spartan  
lead.  
The  
Spartans  
had  a 
chance  to 
at least
 tie the
 
game 
in the 
bottom  
of
 the 
ninth  
frame,
 
when
 
Johnson
 
walked 
and 
went  to 
third  
base
 on 
Tony 
Biondi's
 
double. 
After 
Al 
Sever 
grounded  
out, 
the Bears
 
intentionally
 
walked  
Rod 
Kemp 
to load the
 bases. 
Cal's  
double
-play
 ball
 
hopes  were 
answered
 when 
Spartan
 
Rick
 Lane
 
grounded to the 
shortstop, 
to end the game. 
The Bears 
spoiled
 the 
good pitching
 per-
formances 
of
 starter Jeff 
Nowotny
 and Russ Hayslip,
 
who together
 scattered 
three 
hits and no 
runs  in six 
innings pitched.
 
Left  fielder 
Biondi 
added three
 hits  to lead 
the 
team 
with 11 
in
 seven 
games,
 while Rick 
Lane  
Good TimEs 
GuidE  
uf 
Berkeley000
 000 011
 2 
9 0 
San Jose State 
100
 000 
000  
1 
6 
Johnson, Land 141, 
Staters
 lei, 
Morns 191 and 
Colon;
 
Nowotny, 
Ilayslip 141. 
Staves
 21, Nobles 191
 
and lane. 
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Spartan
 
Daily
 
reaches 
over
 
25,000
 
people
 
day 
omm=mt 
BREWER Z 
EMT
 
restaurant
 
EVERY
 
Wed.
 
Thurs.
 Uri. Sat. 
and  
Sun.  
COLLEGE  
HOUR:  
9:00 
p.m.
 to 
2:00 
a.m. 
WELL  
DRINKS  75c
 
ANY 
CALL
 IN 
THE 
HOUSE  
99c  
MICHELOB
 or 
DRAFT  
50c 
Lnlerlainmenl  
Wed.
 thru
 Sunday 
92 N. 
Market,
 San Jose 
292-8220
 
"Ask  
about  
FREE  
dinners"
 
4
 S. 
THE 
ONLY
 
NEWSPAPER
 
SERVING
 
THE 
CAMPUS  
OF 
SAN  
JOSE
 
STATE 
Luis  
Butitters
 
That
 
Obscure
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Of
 
Desire
 
CPI  
Gbsear  ober
 du 
Dew')
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S.J. AREA PREMIERE. 
,ti0
 9112.311 
141.1.1.4.  
R 
NIGHTLY
 AT: 
7:30 
and 9:30 
P.M.
 
DOWNTOWN  
LOS GATOS
 
CINEMA
 
41 SANTA CR 
I IZ 
AVE.
 
354-0W  
c\5 
C 
DY45
 
APPEARING 
:Te 
SUNDAY
 
"COLD  
FIRE"
 
erj 
PARTY
 
HARDY
 
OPEN:  
Ages 
17
 
Over
 
FRI.-SUN.
 
9pm-2am 
47 Notre 
Dame  
San
 
Jose,  
Ca,  
Phone: 
279-3387 
Tonight,  
Thursday  
Adults
 
Only
 
ree
 
Admission
 
Touch 
Disco
 
Dancing 
Free 
Yourself
 
Been 
feeling
 in a 
rut
 
lately?
 
Check  
out
 
The Good Times 
Guide  
for 
something  new
 to 
do 
this 
weekend.  
CO 
a 
lonile Echruar, 10111 
THE GREG 
KUHN
 
BAND
 
and 
THE 
RUBINOOS  
irida,n 
and Salarda, 
l'en.17
 and IS 
SKY 
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2 shows  
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and II 
TAP 
MAil 
Al. 
Salurda I ch. 
25111  
POKERFACT
 
21 or older / I D 
REQUIRED  
Advanced 
tickets available
 at an BASS 
outlets 
30 
So Central 
Campbell
 
374-4000
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Spartans,
 
Santa
 
Barbara 
fight 
for
 
playoffs
 
By Anne 
Brennan  
The Spartan cagers
 are 
gearing up 
to meet UC-
Santa Barbara 
tonight
 in a 
game that could put the 
loser 
in last place in the 
PCAA conference stan-
dings. 
SJSU is 
now tied for 
fifth  place with Santa 
Barbara and both teams 
have been 
outscored by 
UC-Irvine.
 If Irvine 
beats 
CSU-Long
 Beach,
 it will 
be
 
tied 
with  the loser 
of the 
Spartan -Gaucho
 game. If 
the 
two  teams are still 
tied 
after the regular
 season 
' play 
is finished, 
Irvine 
would 
get  the 
higher
 
ranking on total points. 
 
"We 
are trying to 
do 
what  we have 
been doing, 
only better,"
 Coach 
Ivan 
Guevara said. 
The 
Spartans  
revised  
their whole game two 
weeks ago, 
going to a 1-2-2 
zone mixed 
with
 a man-to-
man 
defense and 
what  
PCAA 
STANDINGS 
TEAM 
Fresno
 
Pacific 
San 
Diego  
Fullerton
 
Long Beach 
San 
Jose
 
Santa Barbara 
Irvine
 
Genies
 Tonight 
Santa Barbara at San Jose 
Long 
Beach  at Irvine 
Fullerton at Pacific 
F resno at 
San  
Diego
 
1140 
2 
7 
7 
6 
 6 
7 
3 
2 
Guevara calls a "scramble 
offense." 
Guevara  is concerned 
mainly with stopping Santa 
Barbara's 
Matt  Maderos, a 
6 -foot -5 guard, who 
shoots 
54 percent 
from the floor 
To cListi_si,_ 
and has 
a 19.1 points 
scoring average 
in
 con-
ference.
 
"Maderos is an out-
standing 
outside  shooter," 
Guevara
 said.
 
Pete Aronchick, a 6-
foot -7 forward
 for the 
Gauchos,
 is another player
 
Guevara feels is going 
to 
have to 
be stopped. 
'Pete Aronchick 
un-
derneath is very ef-
fective," 
Guevara  said. 
"Every shot 
has to be a 
pressure shot. We 
can't 
give them 
an open shot," 
Guevara said. 
We are going
 to use a 
3-3 zone,"
 Coach Ralph 
Barkey joked. 
Barkey,
 more serious, 
declined to 
say  what 
defense  he 
was  going to 
go 
with, 
but 
said
 he 
will 
probably 
try a few 
things 
SJSU to ItraEPERDOCE HALL 
e 
O 1,5 
Women top 
Cal 
in gymnastics 
In nothing less than a 
St. Valentine's Day 
Nassacre, SJSU's 
women's 
gymnastics team 
'destroyed UC-Berkeley 
gymnastics team 
last night 
y the 
score of SJSU, 
425.95-52.60. 
:- 
To add insult to 
the 
iljury, the 
Spartan's had 
*n exhibition (second) 
team 
compete  and it, too, 
teat 
Cal with a score of 
k4.85.
 
SJSU's
 
Kris
 
Klepfer
 
wbept
 
firsts
 
in 
all 
five 
e4ents
 
with  
8.8 
on
 
the  
bialance
 
beam,
 8.7
 in 
floor
 
eiercise,
 
8.65 
in 
vaulting,
 
and
 
8.05  
on 
the 
uneven
 
parallel
 
bars 
totaling
 
a 
34.2
 
all-around.
 
6-
The Spartans took
 the 
top 
four
 spots in 
every  
event of the meet.
 
The Spartans 
will  be on 
the mats 
tomorrow
 in 
Fresno 
at 7 p.m. The men's 
team will 
travel to Nor-
thridge Saturday at 2 p.m. 
1111/ 
AMEIV 
toe So 
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 Si 794 
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- Fol. 
SCI- Fl FESTIVAL 
3-D Classics 
IT CAME
 FROM 
OUTER  
SPACE
 
CREATURE
 FROM 
THE 
BLACK LAGOON
 
SPECIAL GLASSES 
PROVIDED 
Shows at / 15 
Ai 9 10 
FEDERAL 
AVIATION
 
ADMINISTRATION
 
CAREER
 OPPORTUNITIES
 
. I 
E 
IrODii 
.t.,rtino
 Sidarivs. 
512.91/ .incl 
$13,980  
Cooperative  
Eclur  iition
 
Students
 
Storting  SolorieS:  
58,907 
Positions located in 
Hoe.
 
therm.,
 CA. and 
in 
v,ir
 
field locations 
thrOugbout 
Aripsna,  Cflitorni. 
.1, 
Nevochi. Otter% 1.tirellfnt ,icivancement .inti 7,11,1 
IVO Service benetitS 
Ego,'  Opportunity 
Employ.  
For ,idditional intorrn.ition  ,ind interview 
, 
ent
 
C,ireer
 Pl,icement 
Centi.r
 
 
FREE 
DRINK
 
with any
 order of sandwiches
 
(Hot  or cold) 
89c Burrito 
with  soup or 
salad
 
All 
Sandwiches
 Served 
on French 
Roll
 with Everything
 
Good price 
Good
 
Quality
 
The 
Campus  
Sandwich
  
475 E. San 
Carlos St. 
(Between
 10th and I 
I th - next to 
Kinko  Printing)
 
Eat 
heraaUds.ija.   
mmaimmaml 
 vie eitt.,400..."
 
oh, 
" 
 
30%
 
OFF
 
Charlie  and 
Jontue by 
Revlon 
.1.ailable
 in: 
 
Perfume
 
 Cologne
 
 Body 
Silk 
 
Soap
 
 Tale 
Powder  
 Bath 
Foam
 
   
Oiler 
Limited  
   
Tenth St.  
Pharmacy
 
10th  
and
 Santa 
Clara 294-9131
 
k40 
and 
stick 
with 
the 
one  
that
 
works
 
best.  
Last  
time  
they  
met  
the 
Spartans,
 
they 
went
 with
 a 
man-to-man.
 
Wally
 
Rank 
is
 
Barkey's
 
main  
concern.
 
Rank
 scored
 21 
points 
the 
last time
 the two 
teams 
met. Barkey 
said they are
 
going 
to try to keep 
the  ball 
away
 from 
Rank
 and not 
let  him 
inside  if he 
does get 
the ball. 
Both 
coaches  
said
 they 
are 
thinking
 about
 the 
playoffs
 but they
 are 
going  
into 
this
 game
 as they
 have 
gone
 into 
every  
game
 this 
year. 
In 
the 
preliminary
 
games,
 the 
second 
annual
 
fraternity 
basketball
 
tournament,
 
defending
 
champion
 Theta Chi will 
not 
be present.
 
Theta Chi 
announced  
yesterday
 that it was 
dropping  out, according to 
tournament
 
director
 
Jack 
Mogg.  
The altered format for 
the playoffs  will 
still have 
action
 starting at 4:14, with 
contests  every 20 minutes. 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
NEED EXTRA CREDIT? Earn 3 
units of credit while gaining 
valuable experience as a Peer 
Counselor. Come by the Peer 
Drop In Center. 3rd floor 
Student Union or call Ron 
at 236 
3816 for information. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll 
now! Information available the 
A.S. of I ice or 
phone  371 6811 
ASTROLOGY CLASSES 
Through
 
instruction, reasonable
 fee 
Sma 11 c lasses. 
Call DOnnice,  297 
0896 
Real 
Estate
 Note for 
Sale
 original 
value S11,000.
 but 
will sell at 
12.5 
percent 
discount MUST 
SELL 
371 9787 or 969 8591 
Lot for Sale in Fresno 
IS
 acres 
Residential  area, gentle slope, 
beautiful view. 20 
minutes
 from 
downtown, new roads, elec 
tric 
ity, 
etc 117,000 cash 
or 
best 
offer May consider 5.000 
rash 
and trade 321 9787 or 969 8591 
WOMEN'S
 SOCCER.
 
Any coed 
wishing to play soccer can 
contact Jack Mogg at 277 3141 
or 
Bud Heck at 5702010 
Afro American theatre  and 
television
 production by Ethnic 
Cultural 
Society
 Drama 
Auditions Call 230 3941 
The Red Coach burned down, so the 
SEC
 CLUB is 
postponing  its 
Valentine's
 Dance, and will hold 
another semi formal 
dance  later 
on this  semester 
SignuPS
 for the 
Easter
 trip 
to Jackson Hole 
Wyoming  will be 
held  on
 Toes
 
Morning, Feb. 211th, at 7 IS am 
in the 
Almaden  Room uf the 
5.0 
A 
deposit  
01 5(00 will be 
taken. 
total
 cost is 3186,  balance due by 
March 9th meeting. You 
must  be 
a club member as of 
Feb  77 in 
order to 
sign
 up. More details. 
see the Ski Club table near 
Student Union. GO FOR IT ! 
Avon 
Representative  nearby! For 
information
 call 207 6052 
GURDJ1EFF 15 DEAD His work is 
not An invitation
 is extended to 
those men
 and women who 
have 
more than 
an
 idle curiosity to 
step through
 the 
threshold 
separating
 ordinary life from 
the 
real
 
world  as put forth in the 
hie 
and
 teachings 
of G I Gurd 
ielf 
For further 
information  
call 
608 2117 5167 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
YMOU I Ft '69 
S500 Works 
excellent Automatic Tran 
smission 1/11. etc. Also '64 Ford 
station wagon Works
 well
 
Automatic 
Transmission
 
$308 
MUST SELL 321 9787 or 969 
8591.
 
CHEVROLET
 Nova hbk. Col. 6 
yl AT, AC, AM/FM
 cassette 
68k. 79 
registration.
 52.375. 739 
4179 
 
Sale: 1973 VW Camper Van 195 
4980
 
Lisa) 
Or
 489 MOO (Mark) 
Good Condition. 03,300  or offer. 
FOR 
SALE 
: il- AR STUDENT. FACULTY AND 
STAFF Your insurance
 man On 
the 
campus
 
can  take care of 
alt 
our 
insurance
 needs AUTO. 
HOME, FIRE. HEALTH. If you 
are not already with
 State 
Farm. 
call  for an appointment 
at my office 
or
 
home  
and  
well
 
set up a 
time
 
convenent  
for
 
you
 
on campus, your home or 
My 
office.
 Let's
 get 
together
 and 
give you better coverage
 for less 
money CALL: MORT 
STAR, 
253 3277 or 416 3619. 
:OAK
 
FILM,  PAPER. 
Chemicals.  
Proiectors
 
and 
Equipment
 All 
COST  plus 1041.1 
Sample  
Prices  
Processing 
Kodachr 
ome and
 Eclachrome 13036
 
Jag 
, 
135
 20, 208, UPS. 
811/400
 
w 
slides
 
and  
replacement
 
roll 
708 K 25 
and 64 3 5 3 6 1  film 2.96, 
VPS 13836
 1.53. 135 20 1 
09, 100 
It 
9.57,  PAPER. 
Polycontrast
 SW 
10090105, 1 l95,
 RC 
1000010.
 
920
 
Ektacolor 74 RC 100
 8410. 
2696
 These are but a few 
of
 the 
many items
 we carry Call 
us 
at 
219 2456.  
Creative 
PhotograPhir,
 
1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara. CA 
95050. We also do weddings and 
portraits
 at reasonable rates 
Call NOW! 
PIANO
 
used,
 
upright
 
well 
kept 
0300. MUST SELL 321 9787 
TYPEWRITER  SCM Cornamalic 
Elec Portable PIC., 12 Car 
triage
 ribbon  
Exec
 cond 298 
6610 
days.
 
3540007
 eves 
YAMAHA P060 A Guitar 
with case, 
ex c ond. S120. Drun
 set S110.195 
7129 
CAMERA 
SLR 35 mm Topton 
unfree automatic with thru 
lens 
light 
meter.
 
Exc.  condition 
Package
 includes 
135mm, 
150mm,
 I135mm, f 200mm
 
Topcon  
!irises; 
Vivitar  doubler. 
sunshades, litters,
 and cases 
5325 297 6969 
between  8 30 and 
5 
30 
Pm
 
SKATEBOARDS!! Complete
 line 
of 
quelitY
 
equip
 
at
 whole
 
Prices 
Call 298 2372 
for 
prices.  
HELP WANTED 
DRIVER STOCK CLERK 
13.25 hr. 
Work 3 days per week 3104 hrs. 
each day, to fit school 
Schedule.  
Husky, 
most know city well. 
good driving record Phone 298 
1900. 
GARDENER  HANDYMAN.13.25hr 
Work every
 other Sat or Sun 3 
to 4 
hours  each time Steady 
employment
 298 4900 
WE NSECI TEACHERS to teach 
English
 conversation at 
California Language 
Institute
 in 
Japan, send resume
 
and photo. 
The requirements 
are 
American
 college 
graduate
 
with 
good personality
 and can stay a 
minimum 
of 7 years About 75 
hrs.  per week/S1,000 per month 
minimum. 
California  Language
 
Institute, contact Mr 'chirp 
Nohara/Y &mane
 Bldg 
OF. 1 1 1 
uomachi,
 Kokurakita K u. IC it 
akyushu. Fukuoka. JAPAN 802. 
RIDICULOUS 107 E. San 
Fernando  
St. (bet. 3r4 and 41h) 
needs  
people  Moll and part time/ to 
assemble
 wicker furniture 
and 
bath acc. losing staple guns and 
paint compressors). Apply 
immediately
 
College students 
needing over 5100 
per Week 
for 
part  time work 
Flexible  
hours,
 most be neat, 
have
 car and
 phone. Call 
Fuller 
Brush Co. 243 1121 for interview 
appointment. 
FLEXIBLE HOURS. GOOD PAY 
Need 
nurses' aides/ord 
04.50 
/hr. 
LVN'S
 
15.62/hr.
 and RN's. 
57/11r.  
Some experience 
required. Call for appt New 
HoritOnS  Nurses Registry, 2775 
Park Ave. S.C. 207 1749. 
ATTENTION. 
OT, Soc.. Psych.. Sp. 
Ed., 
Health,  Rec 
coons.  Ed.. 
Majors,
 an opportunity 
to gain 
Pre professional 
experience  in 
the 
Governor's  
Volunteer
 
Program.  Working with 
developmentally  
disabled 
person. Orientation
 and  
training
 
is 
provided.
 Call Linda Green at 
SCALE, 277 2189
 
EXTRA INCOME! Mailing 
circulars  at home, 0300
 weekly 
possible!  No roper 
necessary.
 
free 
infor.
 Write: 
Teletex
 
Associates 35484 Collier Place, 
Fremont 
CA
 94336. 
ATTN: OT,
 Psych., Rec 
Therapy.  
Social
 Welfare and 
Counseling 
majors.
 Friends and 
Neighbors is part 
of S.C.A.L E.. 
a student 
volun neer program 
on campus
 Participating in the
 
Friends
 and Neighbors
 
program
 
involves working with 
residents  
Of
 the 
board and care homes 
located  near the SJSU campus 
This 
is 
a great 
opportunity
 for a 
rewarding  
work experience 
Three 
units  of credit are 
available 
Call Julie, 
277 7187 
Rates
 
ddIA
 
.Z.110
 
2.511 
1011
 
.1.511
 
Sat  
'2.25 
11111 
II,!,Il7I,iIItIl Ito,' MN:
 
.311 
,:io  .50 
111/11/111.111 1.111a, I I'm 
Newt
 rtIrt 
role Nil 
st ' ,!i 
1111 
Iwo
 it 
it 
Chisfirt
 
inn", 
  
ellietil.  
101  list, 
I 
.7 
silk  
lp
 
Lint dna Siii.. 
rerkitital 
311 
MOWN 
WANTED
 BABYSIT TER 
Afternoons,  
3 306 00. M 
F 
52/per  
Re.,
 
Some It
 
housework
 
Call 2$8 6333 between 
6 9pm 
VOLUNTEERS,  over 11. 
Needed  for 
Suicide
 and 
Crisis 
Service,
 a 
24 
hr 
7 
day
  week 
telephonc  
service. All 
maws
 encouraged 
One year's commitment, 4 hr, 
per 
week  
Training  
provided 
Call business number 
779 6750 
Mature 
Student
 
to
 assist in 
teaching
 
remedial  
reading 
15 20 hrs 
per 
week 
Must be 
available  Mon 
Fri 
between 
2 pm and 7 pm 
Must 
be excellent reader.
 Will 
train.
 
52.65. hr 
Call
 Mrs 
Spencer
 at 257
 1009 
Addressers  Wanted 
immt.nafehd  
Work
 at home
 excellent pay 
Write American 
Service,  
8350 
Park Lane. Suite 
769,
 Dallas,  TX 
75231 
CLOWN, Magician. 
or Juggler 
wanted for Cub Scout
 Dinner 
Feb  28th Call Sari 
259 6172 
HOUSING 
2 4 
students  
to rent 
apt  in 
exchange
 
for
 right 
work
 Call Gail 279 9892 
bet. 
Bandy
 
A DELIGHTFUL PLACE
 TO LIVE 
Newly remodeled,
 new carpet, 
extra 
clean,  
extra  quiet. 
Gas 
ovens,
 electric ovens 
radar  
ovens,  
dishwasher.
 ping pong 
and
 volleyball.  5110/ rno. 211  S 
Ilth one 
block away. 
Call 295 
2950 
ROOM  AND BOARD 
avail awned 
for 
SJSU 
male 
students  Meats 
and 
Utils. 
m l i  
Single  occupancy
 
S160 mo Call 
179 9473 or 
drop
 
by
 
155So 
11th.
 
ROOMS for rent in
 
to
 luxurious 2 
Story
 restored Mansion. 
5,00059.
 
It in Williams Park area Walk 
to San Jose 
State New plush 
carpets. 
Refer req'd 5100 200 
Available immediately. 
279  2511 
anytime. 
For rent:
 1/2 of 1 odd.. apt.
 
$97.50  
50950. 10th St,  272 
0295. 
HAVE A QUESTION
 about Real
 
Estate?
 Want to own 
property? 
Homes and Things
 
is giving free 
advice 
Please  call 787 3953, ask 
for 
Pat, a fellow student 
2
 
berm
 apt 
across  from 
library
 on 
ilth and E San Fernando
 
121301rn0.  and 
Security  
deposit
 
Utilities paid 
267 6773 after 6 
pm
 
FEMALE
 to share
 apt. 
w/2 Asian 
girls.  Own rm and bathroom, 
I 
blk. to SJSU.
 nonsmoker. 295 
6599. 
PRIVATE RM., one half 
block to 
SJSU. 
near
 Lucky's. bus. K 
P . 
resp.Male student.
 eam 9pm 
797  7679. 
STUDIO. 
1 person, no pets 1135 plus 
5100 dee Furn or unfurn Util 
p4.601
 
S.
 5th.
 759 
9974  
SJSU 1
 berm
 
11/2 bath apt. Nice No 
pets, 
S190  rno and SISO 
439 So
 
4th
 St Call 793 9370 
M,'F 
roornate  wanted to share 
250r 
apt S110 rno plus 
utilities
 
w/pool, 
near campus Can
 297 
1451 eves
 
FEMALE HOUSEMATE needed
 to 
share beautifully
 renovated 
Victorian.
 SIR 
plus  
utilities 
289 
8109 eves 
Studio apt. aga.table
 for
 
0,, 
male 
37 S. 5th. 
S70 
Mrs 
Kerr 295 5335 
1 2 Male Students to 
Oar,
 
apartment  with I other in r. 
change for night work 279 Mo.' 
Gail  
FEMALE 
WANTED  10 share W 
near SJSU Fully 
furnsho 
20drm 2 bath 
Security
 gate i 
right person. Feb. rent free 298 
3105
 for details 
ROOM FOR
 RENT (MAW 
Shari-
hOuSe  with 3 other SJSi 
students 7 
blks
 to sr hori 
Remainder F 
eb
 FREE
 SO 
10th St 292 
1587  
FURNISHED
 Studio Apt Parking 
Owe? Clean No 
Pets
 
you
 
Pay 
P.G and E 5150 my 
adult  or 
couple Ph 294 
7477  
before
 
8 Pm 
PERSONALS 
UNWANTED 
HAIR removed 
permanently 735 E Santa Clara 
Street. rrn 811 294 4499 Nan 
telle 
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE
 with 
female, age is no problem 
have
 a 
very
 minor voice 
defect
 
II interested.  call Brian at 298 
2308 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American 
Foreign rience required 
Co
 
cellent pay Worldwide travel. 
Summer job or career Send 
$3.00 
for information SEAFAX. 
Dept 69. First Laurel. Port 
AngelesWA
 98363 
Rent a cabin at TAHOE 2 beIrms at 
It of Heavenly, near clubs 5150 
wk. 550 wknd 267 2697 
Ride
 wanted to SJSU from 
Antos 
Share gas 680 7685 
BONNIE IN INDUS,  DESIGN I 
need another dime. Please be at 
same place in S.U. at 1030 AM 
Wed !STEVE
 
WILLIAM!
 My ear
 itches 
SPARTAN DAILY There's no news 
like Old news. right? The Lone  
Haranguer
 
SERVICES 
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP 
if
 
you are a 
good
 student 
with a 
good
 
driving  
rcord,
 
you 
may
 
qualify
 for
 a 25 
percent
 discount 
an your auto insurance 
We also 
have 
competitive  rates for 
homeowners,
 renters, and life 
insurance
 
Appointments  al 
time
 and place 
convenient to 
you. Call Bruce
 Lott at 241 
4750 
TYPING term 
papers
 75 cents a 
page and up.
 Resumes 
S2.50,page
 IBM 
Correcting  
Selectrics All work 
guaranteed  
Please call after 
4 pm KITTY 
CARTER NORTH VALLEY 
SECRETARIAL
 SERVICE 263 
4525
 
TUTORING Acctg 
. Basic or 
Fortran, 
individual  
Or 
group 
rates,
 Collin. 247 1916 
1 TYPE term 
papers,
 theses, 
reports,  
menu
 scripts. resumes 
IBM 
Selecclic Jove 269 0213 
CONTACT LENS 
WEARERS.
 
Save 
on brand name
 hard and soft 
lens supplies 
Send for free 
illustrated
 catalog
 Contact  
Lens Supplies,  
Box 7453,  
Phoenix, Aritona 85011 
CAROLYN'S
 TYPING SERVICE 
For all your 
typing  needs 
Student  
discount:  926 0920 
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let 
me make
 your 
deadlines.
 
Professional
 typist 
Much  ex 
perience 
WPM
 term 
papers 
Theses, resumes.
 ek Use the 
latest IBM 
automatic 
tyPeWriters,
 
first 
drafts  can be 
revised 00,1611
 and 
cheaply
 
Spenino
 the 
nr 
rnmatica  
I error%
 
cOrrected. if necessary
 
Cali 
Heather
 267 8593 
EXPERIENCED THESIS 
TYPIST 
Masters
 Reports Dissertations 
Marianne 
Tarnberg
 14081 356 
4248 137 Escobar
 Ave Los 
Gatos.  
95030  
FLUTE
 LESSONS
 Taught
 by 
51517  
grad student 
Master's
 can 
dmate in flute
 performance. 
Beginners
 
through
 
Advanced
 
Call 
707  5946 
LAUNDRY 
and DRY CLEANING 
10 
percent  Student
 Discount 
on
 
dry cleaning For all 
your  
Idondering  needs alterations
 
mending.
 washing, 
ironing
 
Washing MAI
 dry, hung 
and Of 
folded 30 lb Pillows, 
Blankets  
Rugs. Sleeping Bags.
 Leathers 
Suedes. 
Hats
 One oay 
service  
OpenC 
S 30500n Slat 
ACE LAUNDRY 
8th and E Witham 
next
 
10 7090
 Si 293 
7128  
TYPING
 
Fast. accurate , and 
reasonable too Try me I'm In 
West
 San Jose Patty 984 1642
 
INTELLIGENT  
TYPING  Editing, 
grammar,
 
form  
tapes,  
resumes
 
9arY1 to 
gprtil  
Margie  
Reeves 996 1765 
MHO
 
ATTENTION 
AUDIOPHILES, 
Tannoy.
 Phase Linear,  Genesis. 
HK,  B W. DBX, 
KL14.  MXR, 
CV, Ohm. Dahiquist,  
Lux. 
Nakamichi,  R TR, 8 0. DCM,  
M K. ADC, DB Gas, Janus. 
Mkko, Sonus, Scott,  EPI,  JVC, 
ESS. JBL, BIC. JIL. and more at 
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN 
TERPRISES has over 140 Maior 
brands of hems ievtren,cs at 10 
to 50 
percent off! All new 
Nit  
warranty Free cassette 
carousel, stylus timer, or rec 
cleaner kil 
w/any  System.
 
Call 
25S5550. M F. 10. All day. Sat 
Sun ASK 
for KEN 
Pioneer  OX 800 A 4 Ch Amp 
S110
 
watts 5160 Marantr 5220 
Cassette Deck New 1345. sell 
$345 
Peter  717 8419 
TRAVEL
 
PASSPORT AND PHOTO 
SPECIAL S7 off
 
wed
 for 2 
color or 4 B and W photos 
Regigular
 price $750
 JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 293
 7000 10 
Paseo de San Antonio Si 
between  1st
 and 2nd Streets
 
TRAVEL 
TRAVEL  TRAVEL Our 
services
 include free World 
wide charter flight 
locating  
service for Amsterdam.
 London. 
Dusseldorf . Frankfurt, 
Paris.  
Rome.
 Madrid, 
Shannon. 
Zurich. Milan. Hong
 
Kong,  
Philippines,
 
Hawaii  and 
New 
York Other services.
 Durail. 
Brolrall.  Car Rentals.
 
Books and 
Maps. 
Luggage 
and  Travel 
Packs 
Student
 Serv eS Intl
 
student I 
D cards,  
student 
flights 
Student  Travel 
Table 
located on 
the main floor 01 
Student 
Union  HOW'S 11 
2 pm 
toes
 Wed Thurs or 
visit 
our 
Office Trip and
 Travel Planning 
Co blab Williant St 
(At
 
S 
10m 
St 
San 
Jose.  CA 
95112  
1108. 
291 1613 
Hours Mon 95 pm 
Toes 
Hutu
 Fri, 9 
6 rim 
10 
3 
Pm
 
Looking
 
for  a 
place 
to
 
live  ? 
Check 
the 
Classifieds  
fqr
 
Housing
 
and  
many 
other 
services  
for your
 
convenience
 
Print  'name
 
Address 
C 
Print Your AD Here 
1C00111
 
appro.  30 letters
 ano spates 
tie  
Enclosed  
SEND
 CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER 
OR 
CASH 
TO:  
SPARTAN
 DAILY CLASSIFIED
 
SAN
 JOSE 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY
 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
95114  
Phon;  
I 
or 
 
Deadline, two 
days  privi
 
to 
oelnit
 
 Consecutive publication date. on!, 
 No refund, on ,ancelled ads 
J 
poi 
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Students
 
put  
through 
'changes'
 
in
 
psych  
class
 
By 
Robert
 Clark
 
You get a 
grade 
of 'A' if 
you 
change  
their  
diapers
 
and  put 
them 
to 
sleep,"
 
Psychology
 
Professor  
Gene 
Medinnus
 
jokingly
 
told
 his 
-Psychology  
of 
Infancy"
 
students
 the 
first  
week  of 
class. 
Medinnus
 
expressed  
affection
 and 
self-control
 when
 
the 
infants
 with
 whom 
his 
students  
will  soon 
be 
working  
entered 
the 
classroom,
 
some  
screaming
 and
 some
 
sleeping
 
in
 
strollers.
 
He 
lifted 
an infant
 from 
the floor
 and 
gently 
held 
him  
in 
his 
arms.  
When  
one
 infant
 began
 to 
wail,  
Medinnus  
decorously
 
said,  
'Shut  
up,
 infant."
 
The
 
Psychology
 
105  class 
is designed
 to 
give  
students  
practical  
experience
 as 
well  as 
classroom
 
instruction
 
in
 
caring 
for 
infants
 and
 
"stimulating  
their 
development,"
 
Medinnus
 said.
 
-In 
order 
to learn 
about 
infants,  
children 
and 
adolescents,"
 he 
explained,  
-you've 
got to 
work 
with
 
them and
 deal 
with  
them.
 Why just
 read out
 of a 
book
 - 
that's
 
meaningless.
 
'They
 will have
 a face-to-face
 
interaction
 
with
 infants 
in 
an infant 
care center.
 They 
will  have 
to change 
their 
diapers 
and clean 
up after 
them,"  he 
said.  
In addition 
to receiving
 classroom 
instruction
 thrice -
weekly, 
students
 will 
work  two 
hours  per 
week
 with the 
infants 
at
 the Los 
Pequenitos  
Child Care 
Center, 359
 N. 
Fourth  St. 
Los 
Pequenitos,  
co-founded  
by Medinnus
 in 
1970,  
works
 only 
with
 infants 
two months
 to 2 years
 old, 
Medinnus
 said.
 When the
 infants 
reach two 
years, 
they
 
are "graduated." 
"It's 
primarily for
 low-income
 mothers," 
he said, and
 
"mostly  one 
parent  
families.
 Our 
center,
 Los 
Pequenitos,  
which 
means 
the
 
little ones'
 in Spanish,
 is 
primarily
 a 
bilingual 
place one 
of the few 
in
 the state."
 
The 
infants
 were 
brought  to 
SJSU
 by Nadine
 West-
morenland, 
director of 
the Los 
Pequenitos  
Child
 Care 
Center, and 
her staff. 
Wetmorenland  
told students 
what 
they could 
expect
 from the 
program.  
-Be prepared
 to come 
down  with a 
cold  within 
the
 
1,y,F Shotwell
 
Feeding
 
an
 infant
 
can  
get
 quite a 
bit messy
 as this child and Ann 
Nakabayashi,
 SJSU Oc-
cupational  
Therapy  
senior,
 can 
atest  to. 
Both
 are 
participants  in 
Professor
 Gene 
Medinnus'  
"Psychology
 of 
Infancy"  
class. 
Students 
enrolled
 in 
the 
course  
(Psychology
 
105)
 
recieve 
practical
 experience
 at a 
local  day 
care
 center 
in addition 
to classroom
 
instruction.
 
first  month," she 
said. 'We are 
in a new 
enviortunent
 with 
'It's 
just that you're 
in a new 
environment
 with a 
a lot 
of
 germs, and the babies
 carry germs 
very
 
easily."
 
whole 
bunch 
of
 people,"
 she explained. 
But  she assured 
the students 
this  would 
happen
 -only 
Westmorenland
 said 
students will 
have many 
in the 
beginning of the course."
 
responsibilities.  
Lobbyist
 
admits
 
to
 
bribery
 
of 
state
 
representative
 
WASHINGTON
 
(API
 - A 
Washington
 
lobbyist
 has told 
the FBI he 
gave Rep. 
Daniel  
Flood
 $1,000 
cash  in 
what  he un-
derstood was
 a payment
 for Flood's
 aid in 
helping  
several
 West Coast
 trade 
schools
 
win 
accreditation,
 court 
records
 show. 
Deryl  Fleming, 
who acted as 
a lob-
byist for 
the  trade 
schools,  gave 
the 
statement
 to the FBI
 on May 
23,1977,  while 
under 
protective  custody 
and cooperating
 
with 
the federal 
government 
in several 
cases. 
Fleming's
 statement
 was 
obtained  
from the public
 court record 
of
 the trial of 
Flood's 
administrative  
assistant,  Stephen 
Elko, who 
was convicted of 
accepting 
bribes
 for his role in 
the unsuccessful 
effort to gain 
accreditation  for 
West Coast 
Trade 
Schools.  
The 
Department  of 
Health,
 Education 
and 
Welfare
 received 
several
 letters in 
1912 Irian Flood 
demanding action
 to help 
the 
schools  get 
accreditation.  A 
Penn-
sylvania
 Democrat, Flood 
has  for 10 years 
headed the 
House subcommittee
 that 
handles HEW's 
appropriations.  
In a 
statement
 issued by 
his office, 
Flood said, .1 deny
 these allegations are 
true, and
 in view of ongoing 
investigations 
spartaguide
 
The Shotokan Karate 
Club 
will hold its first 
meeting at 3:30 
p.m. 
tomorrow 
in the Physical 
Education and 
Recreation 
Building,  room 280. 
   
The 
Portuguese -Brazi-
lian Club
 will meet 
at 11:30 
a.m, 
tomorrow 
in the 
Foreign 
Language
 
Building,  room 
8A. 
   
A mini -course 
in 
"Vocabulary 
Develop-
ment" will be 
given  at 11 
a.m, 
today  in the 
Education 
Building,  room 
/35. 
   
There will be an 
Operation SHARE
 
orientation meeting from 2 
to 3 p.m. today in the S.U. 
Costanoan Room. 
   
The 
National Press 
Photographers Association 
as reported in the
 news media, I have no 
further comment 
on the matter at this 
time." 
Flood is under investigation by federal 
grand juries here 
and  in Philadelphia. The 
Philadelphia investigation also involves 
Rep. Joshua Eilberg, D -Pa., and the role of 
the two Congressmen in obtaining 
government financing for a hospital there. 
Elko has been cooperating 
with  the 
goernment since his conviction last year. 
According to an affidavit obtained from 
the court record in Los Angeles, Elko has 
charged that Flood knew about payoffs to 
Elko by William Fred Peters,
 president of 
West Coast Trade 
Schools,  and that some 
of the money went to pay Flood's expenses 
and rent. 
At Elko's trial, Flood testified
 that he 
did not 
know about payments from Peters 
to Elko in the spring of 1972. Asked 
if he 
would have
 allowed letters on behalf of the 
schools to be sent to HEW 
over his 
signature  if he had known of the payments, 
Flood replied "Oh 
no, I wouldn't. If I knew 
anything
 like that was going 
on,  I wouldn't. 
If I knew 
personally." 
David  
Runyon
 
Tape
 
OK 
in court
 
(Continued
 
from
 front 
page I 
Runyon's 
friends
 left 
the restaurant, 
they struck 
up a 
conversation  with the 
two 
SJSU  students 
that
 
resulted 
in what Grady 
described
 as "joyful 
bantering."  In this spirit, 
Allen lifted up a woman in 
the 
Runyon  party, Bonnie 
Priest, carried her 
several  
steps and 
fell
 to the 
sidewalk with 
her. 
Priest 
was not injured 
in the fall. 
Scott Allen 
was  
acquitted of a 
battery 
charge two weeks 
ago in 
municipal  court. 
meeting today 
has been 
cancelled. 
   
'Greek Show '78" will 
be presented 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium.
 Admission is 
$1. 
   
The radio
 program
 
-Asian  Horizons"
 will be 
presented  
again 
on 
Thursdays,
 starting 
tonight  
at 
5:15 on 
KSJS,  FM 
91.  
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   
The Environmental
 
Health Club 
will
 meet at 
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan
 
Hall, room 
249. Michael 
Granis,
 FDA specialist,
 
will speak. 
   
The 
Pre -Dental 
Club  
will 
meet
 at 7:30 
tonight
 in 
the S.U. 
Guadalupe  Room. 
   
The  Society 
of 
Cooperative
 Education
 will 
meet at 2 p.m.
 today in the
 
S.U. 
Montalvo  Room. 
   
Primitive 
bases 
ot 
Euclidian 
geometry will be 
discussed by 
mathematics  
Professor 
Leon Henkiji  
from 
the 
University
 o ot 
California
 at 
Berkeley
 at i 
p.m. tomorrow 
in Duncan 
Hall, 
room
 135. 
   
SCALE, a 
student 
volunteer program,
 will 
present a slide show from 
12:30 to 2 p.m.
 today in the 
S.U. Council Chambers. 
Three
 units are 
available.  
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'They
 feed the kids and change their diapers
 - they' 
do everything!" 
she  said, smiling. 
Westmoreland  
said 
students
 may develop 
a 
specia
 
-sense" 
when 
they work 
with
 the infants.
 This 
sense  help 
workers 
recognize
 
potential
 problems
 
with 
the 
infant  
such as 
sickness,  she said. 
As she was explaing this  'sense," a woman in 
a 
Iron
 
row seat cradled a sleeping infant in her 
arms.  
Medinnie  
began  handing infants to the students. 
One student,
 John 
Banks,  22, said 
one of the 
reason,
 
he enrolled in the class is 
that 'it would be neat to lea 
something about them before I get married." 
'Maybe I could learn about 
what
 parents go 
through," he 
said.  
And although 
changing  diapers
 is 
something  
most 
parents 
must
 do, the possibility  of doing
 it during tho 
semester doesn't bother him at all. 
'I
 have 
nothing against it," he said.
 'I'm kind,  
looking forward to it." 
Another student,
 Gail Doyle, said of the
 
infants,
 I 
would like to know
 a little more
 about them. 
I'm  currious 
about them." 
Doyle, who is six -and -a -half months pregnant, said, 
-there's no right 
or wrong way to raise your own
 child.
 Si 
I want to 
learn 
new  methods and  be 
exposed
 to new  
ideas."
 
Michael Iga, 21, said he enrolled because "it would be 
good for me to expose myself to 
kids  who aren't related to  
me."  
I'm living with my sister," he 
explained,  'and she has 
two children and she's expecting in May. Plus, my best 
friend just had a kid 
who's  only about six weeks old." 
Westmorenland  said one of the problems encountered 
with the infants - though infreqeuntly - is biting. 
-But we don't bite them back like many people do," 
she said. 'We sit them down in a chair and take them 
away from their activities. We isolate them." 
But even with 
such 
problems,  
Medinnus 
assured  his 
students that the course 'is fun.' 
Westinorenland added, ' the students get the ex-
perience and they help us 
out.
 It works both ways." 
Records,
 
equipment
 
stolen  
from 
SJSU 
music
 room
 
By 
Kevin Fagan 
Equipment  
and
 record 
albums  
valued
 at 8720 
were  
stolen from the S.U. Music
 
Listening Room 
during the 
semester
 break 
and  fall 
1977 semester, 
according to 
Sgt. 
Bill  
Correll
 of 
University  Police. 
Correll 
said  
whoever
 
took the items
 got into the 
room 
with  a key, leading 
police 
to believe 
a present 
or former 
employee
 is 
involved.  
"We have a 
suspect in 
mind 
that may 
have
 been 
an employee in the S.U. 
last year," 
Correll  said, but 
he 
refused
 to 
elaborate
 
because the 
case is under 
active investigation.
 
S.U. 
Assistant  
Director
 
Pat 
Wiley,  does not 
believe  
a member
 of the current 
staff was responsible
 for 
the thefts, 
although  'many 
of
 them- have keys to the 
room. 
"I trust the staff," he 
emphasized. 'The person 
under suspicion is not a 
current 
employee."  
When the 
room  was 
closed
 from Dec. 22 
to Jan. 
31,
 -only a few"
 staff 
persons 
went
 in to clean up 
or record music,
 according 
to 
Wiley. 
About 100 record 
albums of soul
-disco
 music 
valued  at $400 disappeared
 
gradually over the
 
vacation, Wiley 
said.  
"Our staff 
was  getting 
upset because we 
couldn't 
figure out 
how to prevent 
the thefts while they
 were 
occuring, Wiley said. 'We 
finally 
had to re -key the 
room during the 
first  week 
of 
February."  
A 8200 
amplifier 
for 
disco 
dances 
in
 the room 
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Soup and 
Bread  
'$1.25 
good only 
Mon through Thurs after 
110.111
 
Quiche  
Gingerbread
 
Beer
 and
 
Wine
 
Souls  nurtured 
Mon-Thurs
 II
 a.m.-7 
p.m. 
Fri  
until
 3 p.m.
 
Take
 out 
available  
200 So.
 First 
St.  
287
-SOUP 
was
 also 
reported  
missing
 
by
 Wiley
 in 
mid
-January,
 
along 
with  a $100 
manual 
typewriter
 and a 
$20 turn-
table 
needle
 cartridge.
 
By talking
 to people 
who had
 access to 
the room 
or
 were 
discharged  
under 
unfavorable 
c i r - 
cumstances,
 police hope 
to 
get 
definite 
indications  as 
to who 
committed 
the 
crime.
 
However,  
Correll
 said 
if no new 
leads  are found
 
within a 
year, active 
in-
vestigation  on the
 case will 
cease. 
COPIES  
3V24
 
overnight
 
no minimum 
KINKO'S
 
123  S 310 St 
295-4336 
Crystal  
Growers 
Weekend 
Shift 
Silt', .s seeking 
responsible
 and 
alert 
individuals
 to assist in the 
prOCeSS Cd 
growing
 crystals  tor the 
weekend shift midnight
 ICE noon Or 
noon
 10 Midnight 
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time 
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We eller group 
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uunion
 membership. and semi 
annual
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For immediate 
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'Step back Into the past in 
an
 
lee's bar that rolls 
back the 
prices'"
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